TITLE TO TRACE

CHRISTOPHER McMANUS
Chevy Chase, Maryland

From: Chief Librarian, Incunabula County Library
Date: April 1, 1992
Subject: Missing Encyclopedia Volumes

We are proud of our unparalleled collection of specialized encyclopedias. We are now trying to trace the whereabouts of the following lost volumes. Can you help complete our sets?

The Election Poll Encyclopedia, Volume 15 (WHO'S to WIN)
The Banking Hours Encyclopedia, Volume 13 (TEN to THREE)
The Airline Safety Encyclopedia, Volume 2 (BOUND to CRASH)
The Encyclopedia of Proven Management Techniques, Volume 3 (FORCED to GROVEL), Volume 5 (HEADS to ROLL)
The Complete Swiss Encyclopedia, Volume 3 (CHEESE to CHOCOLATE), Volume 21 (WHERE to YODEL)
The John Paul Jones Encyclopedia, Volume 2 (BEGUN to FIGHT)
The Lawyers' Encyclopedia, Volume 10 (QUICK to SUE)
The Masters-Johnson Encyclopedia, Volume 7 (HOW to KISS)
The Encyclopedia of Miracles, Volume 16 (WATER to WINE)
Old-Time Baseball Encyclopedia, Volume 3 (EVERS to THIRK)
The Complete Chess Encyclopedia, Volume 23 (WHITE to WIN)
The Acid Rain Encyclopedia, Volume 14 (THREAT to TREES)
Dan Quayle's Vegetable Encyclopedia, Volume 14 (POTATOE to QUKUMBER)
Encyclopedia of Olympic Medalists, Volume 19 (WILL to WIN)
The Ronald McDonald Encyclopedia, Volume 5 (FRIES to GO)
Encyclopedia of Sex-Change Operations, Volume 6 (HER to HIM), Volume 9 (MARK to MARY)
The Alfred E. Neuman Encyclopedia, Volume 4 (NOT to WORRY)
The Fred Astaire Encyclopedia, Volume 3 (DANCE to DAWN)
The Gone With The Wind Encyclopedia, Volume 5 (MOVED to TEARS)
The Horatio Alger Encyclopedia, Volume 12 (RAGS to RICHES)
The Hebrew Encyclopedia, Volume 5 (RIGHT to LEFT)
Encyclopedia of Congressional Workdays, Volume 1 of 1 (TUESDAY to WEDNESDAY)
Encyclopedia of Urological Problems, Volume 24 (UNABLE to URINATE)
Encyclopedia of Insults, Volume 8 (GO to HELL), Volume 12 (NUTS to YOU)
The Racetrack Encyclopedia, Volume 4 (HUNDRED to ONE)
The Overachievers' Encyclopedia, Volume 5 (HOT to TROT)
The Encyclopedia of Board Games, Volume 4 (GO DIRECTLY to JAIL)
The Pessimists' Encyclopedia, Volume 21 (SAID to SAY)
Encyclopedia of Educational Innovations, Volume 2 (BACK to BASICS)
The Subsistence Encyclopedia, Volume 4 (HAND to MOUTH)
Savings and Loan Scandal Encyclopedia, Volume 3 (CASH to CONGRESS), Volume 14 (ROAD to RUIN)
The Texas Cooking Encyclopedia, Volume 3 (COOKED to DEATH)
Encyclopedia of Iraqi Vacation Spots, Volume 8 (HALFWAY to HELL)
Encyclopedia of My Best Thoughts, Volume 9 (PEARLS to SWINE)
Encyclopedia of Self-Control Techniques, Volume 3 (COUNT to FIFTY), Volume 12 (STOP to THINK)
The Poker Player's Encyclopedia, Volume 5 (JACKS to OPEN)
Encyclopedia of Confident Betting, Volume 4 (DOLLARS to DOUGHNUTS)
Encyclopedia of 1992 Campaign Speeches, Volume 2 (BORED to DEATH), Volume 8 (INSULTS to INTELLIGENCE)
The Very Short Encyclopedia, Volume 2 (ADVANTAGES to AGING)
Encyclopedia of Negative Memory Techniques, Volume 3 (DRINK to FORGET)
Concise Encyclopedia of Adult Stages, Volume 15 (PASSION to PENSION)
Encyclopedia of Roseanne Barr Fashionwear, Volume 5 (READY to WEAR)
Encyclopedia of Unlikely Spokesmen, Volume 8 (MARCEAU to SPEAK OUT)
The Encyclopedia of Narrow Escapes, Volume 14 (SECONDS to SPARE)
Encyclopedia of Maria Shriver's Marriage, Volume 2 (BRAINS to BRAWN)
Encyclopedia of Remaining British Industries, Volume 3 (COALS to NEWCASTLE)
Encyclopedia of Surprise Appointments, Volume 13 (QUAYLE to SUPREME COURT)
The Home Folks' Encyclopedia, Volume 4 (DOWN to EARTH)
Encyclopedia of National Enquirer Scoops, Volume 8 (JACKIE to MARRY ELVIS)
Encyclopedia of Small-Scale Gardening, Volume 3 (CHERRY to MATOES)
Encyclopedia of Mild Oaths, Volume 7 (HOLY to LEDO)